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Message from the President by Ryan T. Barna 
 
2020 started out as a normal year with Winter TDA kicking off and running smoothly 
with our Global Premier Soccer (GPS) coaches at Millstone River School.  However,  all 
of that suddenly changed on March 12, 2020 when all WWPSA activities were 
suspended due to the COVID19 pandemic - this resulted in the Spring 2020 travel & 
rec season cancelled, as well as Sunburst Tournament in June 2020 being cancelled. 
In parallel to the pandemic’s financial & operational toll on WWPSA, GPS suddenly 
collapsed financially in early April 2020. This resulted in WWPSA partnering with Surf 
Soccer Club (which is based out of San Diego, CA. 
Surf Cup Sports (San Diego, CA) also  announced an innovative new partnership 
with the local premier club  Match Fit Academy (MFA).  The two nationally prominent 
soccer clubs joined together to create New Jersey Surf – a collection of teams and 
clubs in NJ that span from the grassroots (i.e. preK and rec programs) and the 
community levels (i.e. WWPSA) to the elite of the ECNL (i.e. Match Fit Academy). 
The result is a complete soccer organization focused on creating the “Best of the Best” 
experiences and opportunities for every age with a pathway for every player to pursue 
their dreams. 
 
Following the announcement of the NJ Surf Soccer/Match Fit Academy partnership, 
WWPSA realized the added benefit of partnering with a local premier and highly 
respected and recognized club such as MFA. Thus, NJ Surf and WWPSA announced 
a full club partnership for the 2020/21 season and beyond. NJ Surf provides 
professional support and resources across all aspects of WWPSA programming, 
culminating in a complete development pathway for WWPSA membership. Whether 
enjoying the fun and introductory nature of the club’s recreation program or pursuing 
their goal of competing at the top levels of youth soccer in the nation, WWPSA 
members will be exposed to the ‘Best of the Best’ opportunities the Surf Nation can 
provide. WWPSA is very excited to partner with NJ Surf. This partnership truly 
provides a complete player development pathway unrivaled in NJ. Being a part of Surf 
Nation will truly provide the ‘best of the best’ opportunities for our players to be a part 
of premier regional, national, and international tournaments as well as premier national 
leagues. We have already had several NJ Surf Mercer players chosen for the NJ Surf 
Select team. NJ Surf Select teams are the best players from the various NJ Surf clubs 
(including Match Fit Academy) in the state and will compete in regional and national 
tournaments. We’ve also had Surf Mercer players guest play for and train with Match 
Fit Academy teams; and also MFA players have guest played on several of our Surf 
Mercer teams. The WWPSA-Surf-MFA partnership is really starting to evolve and 
grow! Summary of the NJ Surf Player Development Pathway is below: 
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Following Gov Murphy’s announcement that outdoor soccer could resume on July 6th 
2020, WWPSA and Surf Mercer immediately started holding FREE summer training 
sessions 2x a week at Zaitz Park to help the kids knock off the dust of a missed Spring 
2020 season. We also held HS training sessions in the Summer at WW Community 
Park. 
 
In the Fall 2020, NJ Surf ran 7 elite travel teams under the Surf Mercer banner for 
boys and girls born in years 2011-2007.  Surf also ran 7 WWPSA travel teams for boys 
and girls born in years 2013-2007. Surf will run numerous youth programs including 
our TDA program, the preK program, and a High School age training camp designed 
specifically for players that wanted to play at a Varsity level. 
 
WWPSA has positioned itself with its partnership with Surf and MFA to provide 
offerings to everybody from WWPSA  youth recreational players who just play the 
sport for fun to MFA youth players with college-level aspirations. This aligns with the 
WWPSA mission: “... is to provide youth and adults the opportunity to play 
instructional and competitive soccer at the highest level commensurate with their 
ability, potential, and interest.” 
 
WWPSA invested heavily in Zaitz, Duck Pond Park, and WW Community Park in 2020 
with the addition of TruGreen to manage the grass and a private landscaper who cuts 
all the fields weekly to ensure proper grass length for training and matches. This has 
been an additional expense but has resulted in the fields looking beautiful which has 
lead to multiple parent, coach, and referee compliments. In addition, Match Fit 
Academy has expressed interest in renting fields in Spring 2021 since they are so nice 
now. This additional cost has been offset by the closing of the WWPSA office (savings 
of ~15k/year). It’s important the club invests money that results in an improvement in 
facilities and improvement in enrollment #’s.  
 
The four pillars of WWPSA’ future are the following: 

1. Premier Facilities 
2. MFA/NJ Surf Alliance 
3. U8 team formations each Fall (utilizing the MFA/Surf Futures program) 
4. Grow and improve core programs (rec and adult soccer) 
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All of these pillars are meant for one thing: growing numbers in our programs.  More 
kids = proper team placement + increased club revenue + better player/parent 
experience. This will translate into bringing in more kids and it keeps growing and 
growing. We saw this with Mercer FC and we are seeing it at NLSA currently.  The 
difference with our club is we have the capacity with lit fields to have 600+ kids in 
travel, which most clubs just can't accommodate that many teams. 
 
We also have a separate workstream to build 2 full-sided turf soccer fields at WWCP. 
We are working with WW Twp council member Andew Hirsch and have full support of 
the Mayor. Now it’s just a matter of making it happen. We are also exploring financing 
options with our partner clubs: NJ Surf and MFA.  
 
2020 was a tough year for WWPSA financially but the club remained nimble and 
adjusted to the COVID19 as state restrictions would allow. We have 14 travel teams, 
~200 youth recreational players, and ~100 adult recreational players. We continue to 
invest in the improvement of town-owned sports fields. We continue to look for ways 
to innovate and capitalize on our relationship with NJ Surf and MFA to grow our 
programs and create opportunities that allow our children to learn the beautiful game 
at a level “commensurate with their ability, potential, and interest” - thus fulfilling the 
WWPSA mission statement.  
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Travel Soccer Report for 2020 
 
Travel Soccer programs in 2020  were   organized  in a climate  as outlined by the club 
President above. In the past year, the club has been able to finish a successful winter 
season, plan alternately for a  lockdown triggered cancelled spring season, and 
manage an altered fall season.  The optional travel summer season of prior years  was 
converted  into a socially distanced free summer camp . COVID-19 not only impacted 
the programs by curtailing the seasons , but had a knock on impact on the available 
coaching staff. The  international coaches who had transitioned from the GPS 
relationship to  the new   WWPSA-NJ SURF relationship had to return back to their 
native countries to comply with immigration requirements.  And, the club successfully 
worked together with NJ SURF to hunt and recruit new coaches to run the programs 
during fall season. 
 
The timely partnership of the SURF and MatchFit academy created an opportunity for 
WWPSA to not only bring a  program to the community that is anticipated to provide a 
much better player development pathway as outlined by the Club President above, but 
also helped the club and its teams have a narrow escape due to sudden folding of the 
GPS organization.  
 
During Spring 2020, the NJ SURF and WWPSA coaching staff  agreed to provide virtual 
coaching support to the SURF Mercer and WWPSA teams to help the players keep up 
their love for the sport by periodically sharing age appropriate  technical skills that 
they could practice at home. 
 
When the sport finally returned to the field,  the coaching staff helped the team 
transition into the Fall 2020 season. In the Fall 2020, NJ Surf ran 7 elite travel teams 
under the Surf Mercer banner for boys and girls born in 2011-2007.  Surf also ran 7 
WWPSA travel teams for boys and girls born in years 2013-2007. Some of the teams 
could not return full strength  in Fall 2020 season due to  many players  staying back 
due to the existing COVID-19 situation. (The coaching staff have been in touch with 
these players  to plan for their return  in Spring 2021.)  The SURF teams participated 
in the EDP league in Fall 2020 and the WWPSA teams participated in the MOSA league 
Fall 2020.  The club and the WWPSA  teams found participating in the MOSA league 
and its management much better organized than in the  past years. Last year the 
WWPSA teams participated in the MNJYSA travel soccer league. 
 
The players continued to order their  uniforms from Ewing Sports  and the online 
facility provided by the supplier. This was a mechanism established by the club last 
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year, and the travel teams continued to benefit from it this year..The uniforms ordered 
this year for WWPSA teams are supposed to last for 2 years , and the SURF uniforms 
newly ordered this year by the players are also supposed to last 2 years. 
 
With the current restrictions on conducting any sports activities indoors, the club is 
offering an outdoor Winter TDA  program that begins Jan 2021 and is expected to run 
until Feb 2021 at one of the club’s facilities at Zaitz park. The cost per player is 160 
USD.  
 
With the advances being made in finding vaccines and its distribution, we look forward 
to a better environment for conducting sports activities next year. hThe club expects 
to organize a full strength Spring 2021 season as well as run tryouts together with 
MatchFit. The club  is also keen in promoting its talent through the new pathways 
made available by the SURF and Matchfit  partnership.  We have made good strides 
toward improving the quality of coaching, quality of programs and our overall 
communication with membership through resources and tools available online made 
possible with the support and energy of our Staff and Volunteer members. 
 
Thank you to all who have supported the WWPSA over the years and in a trying year 
such as 2020  as we look forward to much better conditions for soccer lovers in 2021! 
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Recreational Soccer Report 2020 
  
Introduction 
  
2020 was an unprecedented year!  The current pandemic lead to the cancellation of 
the Spring Rec season and many changes to the recreational programs.  Thanks to the 
help of the board and parents we were able to complete the entire Fall season. 
Special thanks to Ryan for transitioning the director role so smoothly and to Jim. 
Without Jim’s dedication and countless hours, the recreational program would not 
have run. 
  
Our Fall season was comprised of the preK program lead by professional Surf coaches, 
the K-2 WWPSA league, and the 3-8 Inter-town league.  We will continue these 
programs in 2021 and hope to once again offer opportunities for 9-12 grade players. 
  
Registration 
  

·                     Spring 2020: 
·                     Cancelled 

  
·                     Fall 2020 

·                     Fall Youth Rec (K-6): 159 players 
·                     Fall PreK 3-5 yo (Surf): 22 players 
·                     Fall Uniforms : 75 

  

Recreational Optional Training 
  
We ran Recreational Optional Training in Fall 2020 for 10 weeks on Tuesday and 
Fridays at Duck Pond Park. We staffed the program with our Surf professional 
coaches. We divided the sessions by age group the same way as 2019 shown below: 
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Time Tuesday Friday 

5:30-6:30pm K-1grade 4-5 grade 

6:30-7:30pm 2-3 grade K-1 

grade 

7:30-8:30pm 4-5 grade 2-3 grade 
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2020 Improvements 
  
1. Coach Bags 
Labels were added to coach bags for easy distribution.  Mesh bags were added to the 
coach bags to better organize the pinnies.  First aid kits were replaced this year as 
well. 
  
2. Coach training and certification 
Volunteer parent coaches completed concussion training and SafeSport certification. 

3. End of season survey 
End of season survey was sent to all parents.  Feedback will be considered for the 
2021 year. 

2021 Changes & Improvements 
  
For 2021, the registration process and rec portion of the website will be reorganized 
and kept up to date. This will alleviate many parent inquires. The registration process 
will have an earlier deadline as the Inter-town league sets the schedule 2 weeks prior 
to the season and will not alter it.  This will help keep team sizes to appropriate levels. 
  
Despite offering the 3M Recreational League to grades 9-12, we did not form any 
teams. We will offer it again in 2021 if there is not a newly-formed division for this age 
group in the Inter-Town League. 
  
WWPSA will improve the volunteer coach experience.  Surf coaches will rotate around 
the teams attending practices as discussed in 2020.  Sample drills should also be 
made available to coaches organized by age level. 
  
Conclusion 
  
Despite many setbacks, a successful Fall season was run.  Many things were missed 
this year (photo day, big brothers & sisters, playoffs, etc) but will hopefully be back in 
2021. 
 
As we look forward to 2020, we will continue to rely on volunteers (Rec Director, Big 
Brother/Big Sister, parent coaches, parents [for field set up/equipment distribution, 
etc.], and league managers) to help run, offer and improve the recreational soccer 
program. Increasing the scope and defining the role of the league managers will help 
alleviate some of the burden of running the rec program which rests on the Rec 
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Director. Per WWPSA by-laws, a rec committee should be formed to help administer 
the day-day operations of the program. The hope is that you will consider volunteering 
for a leadership role. It is a very rewarding experience! 
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Adult Soccer Director’s Report by Christopher Wieck 
 
As with all of WWPSA’s programs, the adult programs were severely impacted by COVID-19. 
The 2019/2020 indoor futsal and speed & fitness training had to end early due to the schools 
closing. The Spring 2020 season and Summer 2020 season were not held due to the 
pandemic. Once outdoor activities were set to resume, we started a program for pickup 
games, which has about 50 participants. 

While there was some interest in a Fall 2020 season, there was not enough to start a league. 
We continued pickup games throughout the fall and into the winter and are still playing in 
December and will continue as long as the weather and guidelines allow us to safely do so. 

The Speed & Fitness Program was able to continue throughout the pandemic as we 
transitioned to online sessions until we were able to meet outdoors. This program continues to 
be a success and I hope to continue its growth. 

With no indoor programs in 2020/2021, we got to resume Adult programs in Spring 2021 and 
hope to continue to get the community involved and build these programs. Lastly I would like 
to thank Chris Cuevas who helps coordinate all of the Adult programs and all of the team 
managers for their help in providing successful programs all year round to adults in the greater 
WWP area. 
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Finance Director’s Report by Heather Nielsen 

WWPSA is in a relatively sound financial position and as of November 30, 2020, has no 
debt other than accounts payable of $2,994 for November expenses that will be paid 
in December.  WWPSA is holding a total of $11,750 in Volunteer Bonds from 
2018-2019, 2019-2020 and 2020-2021.  Some of these bonds will be refunded as 
volunteers complete duties for the 2020-2021 soccer season. 

As of November 30, 2019 WWPSA holds a total of $788,734 in assets which consists of 
$620,862 in operating cash, deposits and investment savings; and $167,782 of field 
and related facility assets.  As explained below WWPSA will rely on its significant cash 
savings to fund programs for the remainder of the 2020-2021 season. 

Program registration fees and other related income received through November 30, 
2020 totals $336,038 a decrease of $194,540 from the prior year.  WWPSA issued 
refunds to all players for the cancellation of the Spring 2020 portion of the 2019-2020 
soccer season which totalled $206,873.  Therefore the net revenue realized from 
soccer programs totals $129,665.  Expenses to date total $218,891 which represents a 
decrease of $359,172 as compared to the same period last year.  

Year-to-date depreciation expense is $1,470.  The result is a year-to-date net loss of 
$90,696.  ($129,665 Income - $218,891 Expenses - $1,470 Depreciation). 

Overall WWPSA has seen a decline in the number of registered players across the 
program offerings.  A major factor in this decline was the pandemic/COVID-19 virus 
which precluded WWPSA conducting any soccer for the last 5 months of the 
2019-2020 season and families reluctant to participate in soccer once the quarantine 
was lifted. There will be minimal income for the remainder of the 2020-2021 season in 
the form of travel team installment payments, TDA and Adult winter program 
registration fees and Spring programs.  Based on current 2020-21 registration for 
Travel and NJ Surf Travel programs, fees that remain to be collected total $54,352. 
Significant expenses for the DOC, contracted Surf trainers, tournaments, referee fees 
and other programs for Winter 2020 and the Spring 2021 portion of the season will 
need to be paid from the income collected as well as from cash currently earmarked 
as savings for WWPSA. 
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